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DETERMINISTIC CHARGED PARTICLE TRANSPORT

AT LOS ALAMOS: A SURVEY

by

Keith Taggart, Eldon Linnebur, Bruce Wienke,
Chuck Cranfill, and Art Dana

ABSTRACT

We review the application Of S* and
diffusion to the tran-port of ●lpha particles
●nd super-tharmal electrons at Los Alamos.
Euiphamio 10 on eolution techniques and numeric-
al subtleties with numesous compariaona to
analytic ●nd Monte Carlo solutions.



Many different approaches to charged particle transport have

been used at Los Alamos during the past decade depending on the

@peciflc physics problem to be solved and the resources available

to ●olve the problem. Monte CarloS Sn* and diffusion approaches

have all been used successfully. We would like to limit consider-

ation to three specific examples, which cover the broad physical

spectrum necessary and that demonstrate the diversity of numeri-

cal methods that are posaible~ In particular, we would like to

discuss the transport of heavy, llght, ●nd relativistic light

charged particles ehowing how Sn and diffueion theory can be

●pplied, In order, then, we will review ●n Sn method for heavy

charged particles, an Sn method for light charged particlee that

Lucludee ~ ●nd $ fields, and finally ● diffuoion treatment for

relativistic light charged particlee, which ●ttempts to treat

oalf consistent 8 fielde. Wa will pay ●peclal attention to

numerical “tricks” ●mployed since these ● re c.sential to making a

pr~cticle calculational tool. We will ●lso give sample calcula-

tions to demonstrate the use. of tha variouo schemes.

First, we will dimcuaa ● diecrete otdinatae or Sn method

for transporting haavy charged particl.ea in ● thermonuclear

pla9ma.1 The tranaport of eneruy ie governed by the ●quation

(1)

in one dimensional ●pherlcal Seometry. Hare, $ is th~ particle

kinetic ●ner$y density, v is the velocity, a the ●cceleration,

u is Coao, and u the scattering cross section. The term ~ ●$ i.

tha Couloab dra~ loac. This ●quation 1. then differanced in ●

otralthtforwarfl wanner ●o
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In thla equation we havo lndlcated that some quad? atu~e is used

to ●valuato certain quantltiee by the not~tion [— ] ●nd we have

●xplicitly used the Guasian quadrature fcr the ●ngular derivative

●s indicated by the values a for (1 - U2) and the weight Ii. The

indlcea ● re n for time, i for poeition, g for velocity group,

●nd m for ●pati,al direction. We have represented Onigm as $,

$n+l/2i8m ●’
and 00 on, suppressing non chan81n8 lndicea.

‘n+l/2
We then ●ssume that

vk+1,2 - (~ - Xk)v - (~ - xk)*k-,/2 (3)

where k - nlcm and the Xk’e ● re parameter o~xk~l. If we

replace * in Bq. (2) uoing Eq. (3), we can solva for $ ●nd
k+ 1/2

then for ‘k+l/2 in Eq. (3)0 pzovided we know xk. If we choose

Xk-l then wo have ● simple otop function scheme uith poeitive

definite ●oll;tlonc. If we chooce Xk = G then we hava the Diamond

Difference ocheme, which ie guaranteed to give ●n occasional

ne#~4ti~e solution. We choose tho Xk dynamically to kteeure posi-

tive colutiono ●nd Xk ‘e ●e clooe to s~ro ma poosiblo.

In practice, w. UC. the Diamond IJiffo~once ●chema to ●olve for

●lA ‘k+l/2 ‘e until euch tlma aa ● ne8ativa on. sppearo. Then for



each spatial point at which there is a negative $k+l,2 , we choose

x~ ~ ~ if only one 10 negative.-A/r If more than one la negative

ws choose X& - 0 for all k ●t that spatial point. Note that

where

*d - ‘E + \ ‘; *&-1/2 ‘

lie would now ‘.iko to present uaveral rtsulte compared to

●nalytic ●nd ?lonta Carlo ●olutiona. Tho first is ● comparison to
.

●n ●nalytic a particlo result by Cooper ●nd Evans.z Figure 1

shows the analytic solution for fraction of enar8y n escaping a

burring DT sphare with radius r ●caeured in a particle mean free

pathr. The sphere has a t~mperaturo of !! kaV ●nd denmity of

● 2125 &/Cb3e The a particles wer~ croatad ●t 3.5 Mev uniformly

throughout tha sphere.

Fi#uto 2 ohowa the percentage of the total ●nargy carried

by 3.S Xev a particles born uniformly within ● DT ephare with

radius 2 depoeited within s ●ubsphert with radius r. Thio ephers

hao dsnsity .2125 Uu/cm3 ●nd ● temperature T - 50 keV.

The other test case is ● comparison with Honte Carlo ●nd

diffusion. Here} a particlae ● re born in the central zone of ●

DT sphora. Tha diffusion calculations wore don. by E. G. Csrman

●t ●l.’ The sphere ie ●t 50 keV ●nd .2125 U/cmS doneity. Figure

3 shows the reaultc. ?isuro 4 shows comparison of the Ccopor ●iid

Evans ●nalytic solution to tho Sn solution tor the sama problem.



Nsxt, we would like to review an Sn packa&e for the trane -

port of electrons including ●lectric and magnetic field effects.”

Here the physics is more complicated and ~ne must worry about

both the ahorL mean free paths and highly ●nisotropic scattering.

The equation to be solved is

(4)

Here. f ●nd f’ ● re the electron fluxes~ C * ~v ●nd G’ - Q’v, c’

is the ●nergy, a20~/ac*aflv ●nd o ●re the differential ●nd total

cross sections, ~ ●nd ; are the electric ●nd magnetic fields,

●/me the electron mass ratio, ●nd s la the source function.

The general representation of the transport equation la

then, if g ●nd m ● re group ●nd directional indices,

1
af af

+
‘+U

Tt +
m + Umym q-l f +Of

8
m q *m g gm

where, in the variouo geometries,

q-x, Yin-o (plane)

q=r,

q-r,

Ym “ ‘am+),/2 + am-A/2‘tw~u~ (cylind@r)

(sphere) ●

(5)

The a~e Ad W’. ● ro the ●’:andard one. for Gausotan quadrature.

The Q’m 1. ●n ●ffective source termo Civa by the ●xprasalon
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(6)

We hsve used the Diamond Difference for the angular term and have

expanded the differential cross section term in Legendre polyno-

mials. If we do the time difference implicitly and abeorb the

l/(vgAt) terms into the collision terms, we obtain a particu-

larly simple form of the equation

:here

(7)

. 1+—
au - ‘u V ~At

●nd

Note that only f old 10 ●t the previouo time step.
gm

Now, the solution to l!q. (6) can bo formally written ●s an

●xponeutial plum ●n integral. This oolution then ausgeuts the

difference scheme.
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This

mean

with

scheme has the ●dvantage of being able to deal with gmall

free path actuations.

The scattering is treated in the Fokkar-Plank ●pproximation

only downscatter. This ●pproach yields two parts to the

scattering term, ●n angular part and a downscatter part. The

form of the downscatter part is just

D.S. = y — (f -f
V&g g+lm ga )

where y is the appropriate constant. The angular part is done by

defining effective cross section moments that have the highest

moment subtracted off* This reduces the number of moments

required for calculations because the C-CSS ●eetion iS very

forward peaked. An expansion in Legendre polynomials is then

done.

Electromagnetic Fields ●re treated ● s constant imposed

exterrial quantities. In one dimens~on the field term is

uhe re v2 +/-l ●nd $ is tho azimuthal ●ngle of ; relatlve to
+
r. The first term on the right hand side is ● slowing down term

with upscatters or downscattera depending on tha sign of E. If

upscattering is present th~n ●n outer ltoration is required over

tho ●ner~y groups. The second t,erm ic treated in the same way as

tha ●n&ular part of the collision term. The maSnetic field term

contains ●zimuthal ●n~le information snd hence ●ust be ●xpandgd

‘so‘n ‘im
For both the collision ●nd field parts, terms con-

talnin8 t
gm

●re transferred to the lsft hand sida of th~ ●quation

and groupod under ; s while the rest ● re placed in ~
gm ●

We prasant new two demonstration problams comparing Monte

Cmrlo ●nd our Sn ●ethod. Ths first (?ig. S) ●howfi ● highly

forward paakod boundsry source of electrons incident on ● slab of



.

thickness d. The discrete ordinates quadrature is S6, P5. The

total mean free path 18 normalized to one and there ie no down-

scatter. There are two cases shown with y being the angle of

incidence. The circle. connected by lines are the Sn results

and tha squares arc the Monte Carlo results.

The second test problem was mono ●nergetic normally incident

electrons incident on a slab, with beam energies of 40, 60, 80,

●nd 100 keV. We used, an Se, P7 multigroup structure with 50

enersy groups. F18ure 6 compares Monte Carlo ener8y deposition

predtctiont (dashed lines) with Sn predictions (circles). The

a8reement is very 8ood.

The last method that we wish to consider is a aultigroup

diffusion method used for relativistic electron transport. s The

relevant transport ●quation is

/ (13; d3; f(; ,;),where number of ●lectrons -

(8)

c - 4(mec2)2 + (pc)2

y - en/mec2

●nd

Here k _ 1 is ●lectron scattering ●nd k - 2, . . . . . n ia scatter-

ing off the various ion specie., ●nd

Ck in Ak = 2W nk Z~ r: (mec2)2 in (b~x/btln) .



If we now transform to an ●nergy base and go to the diffusion

limit in a Lagran81an frame, we have

+:% [(-Mm

where ~ is Fhe fluid velocity

n _ n/(pmeY)

F - J/(pmeY) ●

The ●quation for the normalized flux, $, is then given by

(9)

(10)

The left hand side of Eq. (9) is just the Lagrangian time deriva-

tive. The t a~sport term is
t

-?*Z ●na makea ● multi group treatment

vital. The ++ (pun) is ● doppler shift term to compensate for

the PedV work done by the thermal elec~rons. The ~ (e ~0~)

ttrm is energy loss due to ohmic heating. The (~) $~ [ ] term

is the ●nergy lees due to collisions with thermal ●lectrons.

Equation (10) is ● multi~roup, relativistic version of Ohm’s

law. The coefficient of the flux is the r~cistence. The forces

driving the flux ●re - ~ (~ x %), the ~ x ~ force; the ~pe forco,

where p
e

= ~ pun; and the electric fiald force represented in
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multi grcup form by the
●%
~ term. Finally, the effects of

Bremsstrahlung ●re included by adding a loss term to Eq. (9) of

the form

ni [j- dk n(c + k)uk ~ - n u $’ dk ~]
o 0

where n~ is the ion density, k is the photon energy, uk is

the group velocity, and ~ is the differential cross section.

The numerical solution of th- multigroup diffusion Eq. (9)

is non-trivial. First one must use a fully implicit scheme.

This is especially difficult because the electric field term

gives rise to an wnergy diffusion term that couples all energy

bins ●nd spatial zones in such a con?licated way that it is

impossible to solve the resulting linear equations generated by

impllcit differencing.

If we restrict ourselves to cases where E- -?$, no trans-

verse field, then the equations can be recast into a form where ~

doea not explicitly ●ppear. 5 In solving Eq. (10) for the flux, a

flux limiter Is Included so that the basic Inequality lit ~ Un

will not be violated.

There ●re still h @e terms in Eq. (9) that couple differentis

●nergy groups. The ~~ (pun) term is done explicitly. The

thermal loos term la differanced implicitly wih the loss from the

current Uroup being included ●s a ●ource in the next lower group

thus we decouple the bins ●nd can solve the diffusion equation

one group ●t u time.

The electric field term la taken care of Ly shifting the

●nergy bins in each zone ●t the beginning of each time step.

In ●ddition to all of these numerical contortions, we have

found it necessary to iterate the ●lectric field to consistency

and to incorporate ●n ●nergy group rezone because of the shifting

of the lowest bin ●nor~y due to background heatin~ ●nd chanses in

the ●lectric field ●s well ●s changing resolution demands.



We present three sample problems. Figure 7 shows the diffusion

method compared to Monte Carl~ for 100 keV electrons incident on

cold, solid gold. figure 8 shows the results for 500 keV

electrons Finally, Fig. 9 shows a MaxwellIan beam with a

temperature of 100 keV incident on cold solid gold. In all

cases, the agreement is excellent.

In summary, then, we have looked briefly at three chargf.d

particle transport schemes. Those interested in more details

should refer to the appropriate references.
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